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ABSTRACT
Interactive and collaborative elements are well established in the Internet community. For the Internet trading industry the impact of marketing which reflects an interactive customer approach is not yet established with major business relevance. Although the media industry started multiple activities to launch IP-TV services a commercial success is still outstanding.

The proposed Interactive Media Platform integrates proven interactive communication aspects with semantic search technologies and an effective transaction behavior. This platform can easily be integrated in existing ecommerce platforms to attract social networkers, to enable a higher customer binding.

The customer is provided with an effective search algorithm which focuses supplier and demand aspects. The supplier can link his product and service world via a semantic web to the customer demand context and serve these demands with optimized One-to-One marketing activities.

MOTIVATION
Customer binding is a central challenge of Internet trading platforms. To attract a new customer traditional advertising via print, Internet or TV has limited success and is very expensive. New channels to the customer are established via online-communities and affiliate marketing. To add value to the customer the supplier has

- to offer appealing product and service information to fulfil the demand of the customer for advisory service
- to incorporate recommendations of other customers and instances

Interactive communities are established on a broad scale. Nearly one third of all Internet users joined one of the existing platforms. From user research it is known, that the social networker has a 20% higher income than average [Zattoo 2007/ and has a higher online spending than average (Figure 1). These communities can be attracted by various marketing strategies like customer review and ratings, online customer forums, peer-to-peer transactions, product focused blogs and community related products.
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Figure 1: Online spending – Social Networker
In the TV-industry plenty of special interest channels have been established. The business model of these channels mainly rely on marketing revenues. Due to the limited range of coverage these revenues are limited. To leverage the technical infrastructure new hubs are created and offered as a package by various service providers. These offerings are available on the Internet with reasonable bandwidth. As a result for the German market 75% of all DSL customers are able to receive WebTV offerings on their local PCs.

Additionally the accessibility of advertising is depending on the advertising-dose, thus the pressure of advertising. Thereby is the contact-dose of a defined target group responsible for the recall performance, further the after deduction coverage express calculative fundamental contact-prospects.

**STIMULATED CUSTOMER BINDING**

Stimulation of customer loyalty is a challenge. To support attractive customers and to integrate their multiplication power into a effective marketing strategy proactive emails for new products, customer self service, follow up activities and bonus programs are well established. The incorporation of social networkers is the most effective way to support existing loyal customers and to generate new loyal customers to the supplier. The introduction of a managed community platform into an existing eCommerce portal attracts the social networker and their multiplication power can be used to increase customer loyalty.

**Advertising with moving images**

Due to information overflow in most of the Internet portals online advertising click-through Rates (CTR) are falling. Click-through Rates of existing banners like Popup layers, skyscraper, wide skyscraper, medium-, full size rectangles and leader boards vary between 0.6% and 0.11% . Only video ads have a higher rate of 4.6 % (Figure 2). Effective product advertising has to reflect this customer behavior and to use this type of product placement. The introduction of moving images to boost attraction combined with high quality TV-content related to the product is the only way to fulfill the requirements of an appealing product presentation in an Internet portal.

**Reflecting product and customer context**

The product catalogue of an Internet portal is normally structured via a fixed keyword based product hierarchy. The navigation in this product catalogue is often ineffective from the customers perspective. To solve this problem, a search string is offered in most the Internet portals. Because the customer does not know the internal product hierarchy, the results of his individual product search are ineffective, unless the correct semantic phrase is used, or the portal owner has introduced a full text search. After 3-5 tries the customers leaves the portal and the customer is lost. The introduction of a semantic web on both sides, the customers context derived from former visits or current navigation behavior and product context derived from an semantic import process which covers all relevant product descriptions solves this information gap. Thus the ‘puma’ can be identified clearly as an animal or as a brand for sportive clothes. To enable semantic search capabilities in a portal, a new platform has to be introduced to existing Internet

**VALUE CHAIN**

The value chain of the eCommerce portal consists of various parts (Figure 3).

- **Access:** This is the first layer which grants the technical access of a customer to a portal solution. The access via Internet is to be realized by existing service providers. This layer is not focus of the described platform. To enhance reaches via additional channels the TV content can be delivered via broadcast services via cable or SAT and HTV later on.

- **Solution:** This layer represents the suppliers portal in the web. This solution is to be enhanced with community services as described above and standard capabilities to serve affiliates and video on demand services. The deployment of these services will be supported by the platform.

- **Products/Content:** This layer represent all items to be sold via the portal. The existing product base is enhanced with video content from third party suppliers and user generated from the community. These items are linked via semantic
annotation to the semantic web and made available to the customer context using fuzzy set technologies. This is the core of the Interactive media platform.

- **Fulfillment**: The media platform can integrate existing fulfillment services. CRM, billing, payment and logistic services will be incorporated from the supplier.

To support the market entry the technical platform will be offered as a managed service and accompanied with a consulting and marketing service to optimize the effort of product indexing and support the marketing strategies of the supplier.

**MARKET OFFERING**

As a consequence the proposed Interactive Media Platform enables a complete new service offering. Beside the existing product placements this platform can combine multiple service offerings to a combined service world. Within this service world products of various partners can be arranged around a predefined context (e.g. wellness, leisure, adventure, health) and enriched with high value video content. This service offering can be enriched with user generated content to increase new revenue and enhance customer binding. The context based match of products of various partners to the domain of interest of the customers via semantic fit gives a new service focus. In this sense it is a contemporary CRM 2.0 service offering.
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